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Eden Grant craves a life of intense experience. She yearns for the breathtaking man who makes her heart
beat fast. The dominant male who can unleash the dark passions she is desperate to explore. Fate offers up
the chance encounter that tempts Eden to brave a walk on that wild side.

“Live life at its richest and most raw" is Hud Crockett’s credo. And when he meets kink-curious Eden Grant,
she is the submissive of his unbridled dreams. Together they embrace their wicked desires, fanning the
flames of lust to orgasmic heights.

But an introduction to carnal pleasure leads to emotions that cannot be shackled by expectations or tamed by
conventions. The conventions--and complications--that may destroy their fragile love. Eden will do battle for
her Dom, but can she overcome the darkness of his past torments? One last contest will decide the victor.
Society is the referee. The opponent is Hud’s past. Hud has fame, fortune and power, but he will risk it all as
the clock runs down in the most important game of his life: the contest to win Eden’s heart.
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From reader reviews:

Bob Bartlett:

This book untitled Hold Tight to be one of several books which best seller in this year, this is because when
you read this book you can get a lot of benefit onto it. You will easily to buy this specific book in the book
retail store or you can order it through online. The publisher of this book sells the e-book too. It makes you
quickly to read this book, as you can read this book in your Touch screen phone. So there is no reason to you
to past this guide from your list.

Jules Thompson:

Many people spending their period by playing outside together with friends, fun activity with family or just
watching TV the entire day. You can have new activity to invest your whole day by reading a book. Ugh, do
you consider reading a book can definitely hard because you have to use the book everywhere? It ok you can
have the e-book, having everywhere you want in your Touch screen phone. Like Hold Tight which is having
the e-book version. So , try out this book? Let's find.

Nicole Dilbeck:

Is it an individual who having spare time and then spend it whole day by simply watching television
programs or just resting on the bed? Do you need something new? This Hold Tight can be the response, oh
how comes? A book you know. You are thus out of date, spending your free time by reading in this fresh era
is common not a nerd activity. So what these textbooks have than the others?

Lorenzo Davis:

As we know that book is essential thing to add our understanding for everything. By a reserve we can know
everything we wish. A book is a list of written, printed, illustrated or blank sheet. Every year has been
exactly added. This reserve Hold Tight was filled in relation to science. Spend your free time to add your
knowledge about your technology competence. Some people has different feel when they reading a new
book. If you know how big advantage of a book, you can truly feel enjoy to read a guide. In the modern era
like at this point, many ways to get book that you simply wanted.
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